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A power series is introduced that is an extension to three sets of
ABSTRACT.
variables of the Cauchy sum forJack symmetricfunctionsin the Jack parameter ae. We conjecture that the coefficientsof this series with respect to the
power sum basis are nonnegativeintegerpolynomials in b, the Jackparameter
shiftedby 1. More strongly,we make the Matchings-JackConjecture,that the
coefficientsare countingseries in b formatchingswith respect to a parameter
of nonbipartiteness. Evidence is presentedforthese conjectures and they are
proved fortwo infinitefamilies.
The coefficientsof a second series, essentially the logarithmof the first,
specialize at values 1 and 2 ofthe Jackparameterto the numbersof hypermaps
in orientable and locally orientable surfaces,respectively.We conjecture that
these coefficientsare also nonnegative integerpolynomials in b, and we make
the Hypermap-JackConjecture, that the coefficientsare counting series in b
for hypermaps in locally orientable surfaces with respect to a parameter of
nonorientability.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let Jo(x;ae) be the Jack symmetricfunctionof x = (xl, x2, .... ), indexedby a
ae,withnorm (Jo,J)a. Let P be the set of all
partition0 and an indeterminate
partitions,with the null partitionadjoined, and let 101be the integerpartitioned
by 0. In this paper we studythe series
1
1(x, y, z; t,oz)= E (J J ) Jo(x; oa)Jo(y; ae)Jo(z;ae)tI0'
(1)
ofthe double,
that is associatedwithmatchingsand withthe connectioncoefficients
group,and the relatedseries
coset algebraof the hyperoctahedral

(2)

T(x, y,z; t, ae) = aet,a
atlog(Dx, y,z; t,a),

that is associated with2-cellembeddingsof maps in locallyorientablesurfaces.
Most ofourattentionis focussedon 4, and its properties.However,since'I offers
substantialevidenceof the significanceof these two series,we will digressbriefly
to describeits combinatorialbackground,and then returnto 'I again only in the
finalsection. The major portionof this paper therefore
can be read independently
of the combinatorialbackgroundof I.
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The Jack symmetricfunctionsspecialize at a = 2 to zonal polynomialsand at
a = 1, suitablyscaled, to Schur symmetricfunctions.They were introducedby
the statisticianHenryJack [11], and have been the subject of substantialrecent
interestin combinatorialtheory(e.g. [3, 8, 9, 14, 16, 18]), especiallymotivatedby
Macdonald's [16] presentationat the 1985 Durham Symposium. In the context
of the uniformalgebraictreatmentapplied to symmetricfunctions(see, forexample, [17]) as a whole, @ can be regardedas an extensionof the Cauchy sum (10)
to a thirdset of indeterminates.Anotherinstanceof such a sum is givenin [1, 2].
the conjecturesabout ( and ' that are describedbelow offersome supIndirectly,
port forthe possibilitythat ae,the Jackparameter,may itselfhave a combinatorial
role.
1.1. Combinatorial background of T: hypermaps. The studyof ' originates
in recentworkon hypermapsreportedin [6, 12, 13],wherethe specializationsof 'P
at ae = 1 and 2 are identifiedas generatingseriesforhypermapsin orientableand
locally orientablesurfaces,respectively.
Recall that a locally orientablesurfaceis closed, withoutboundaryand either
orientableor nonorientable.A map in a locallyorientablesurfaceis a 2-cellembeddingofa graphin the surface,so the deletionofthe edges ofthe graphdecomposes
to facesofthe
to open discs,corresponding
the surfaceintoregionshomeomorphic
map. The verticesand edges of the graphare the verticesand edges of the map.
A hypermapis a face two-colouredmap, so each edge separates faces of different
colours. The hyperedgesofthehypermapare the facesofone (specified)colour,and
is a partitionwhose
the facesare the facesofthe othercolour. The facedistribution
parts list the degreesof the faces,the hyperedgedistributionlists the degreesof
the hyperedgesand the vertexdistributionliststhe numberof hyperedgesincident
a unique side and end
with the vertices. A hypermapis rootedby distinguishing
of an edge boundinga hyperedge.Regarded as a hypermap,a map corresponds
to a hypermapin whichall hyperedgeshave degreetwo (and these can then be
identifiedto give a singleedge), so the embeddingtheoryof maps is recoverable
fromthe embeddingtheoryforhypermaps.
be the numbersofrootedhypermapsin orientable
Let mA/and IA respectively,
and locallyorientablesurfaces,withvertexdistribution,u, face distributionii and
hyperedgedistributionA. The generatingseriesformi, has been investigatedextensivelyby Jacksonand Visentin[12, 13], throughthe combinatorialrelationship
betweenorientablemaps and permutationsgiven by rotationsystems,while the
generatingseriesforl, has recentlybeen determinedin [6] by usinga combinatorial relationshipbetweenlocallyorientablemaps and matchings.These generating
seriesare also called genus series.
The power sum basis of the ringof symmetricfunctionsaffordsa convenient
basis forthe presentationof the genusseries. Let pa be the powersum symmetric
functionindexedby A.
in orientableand locallyorientable
Theorem 1.1. The genusseriesforhypermaps
are givenby
surfaces,respectively,
(3)

1)

2)

Ztn

n>1

Ztn
n>1

E
A,fp,vt-n

E

m>,p/(x)p,i(y)pw(z) =

I>,PA(x)P,uj(Y)P(z)

(x,y,z;t,1),

P(x,y,z; t,2).

A,fp,vw-n
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The partsof Theorem1.1 wereoriginallystated directlyin termsof Schurfunctionsand zonal polynomials.The purposeofthispaper is to studytheconsequences
of the right-handsides of this theorem,as difof the above uniformidentifications
ferentspecializationsof the seriesT.
In view of these results,we definethe hypermapseries hA,(b),by
(4)

t

T (x, y, z; t, 1 + b) =
n>1

h'X (b)pa(x)p,,(y)pv(z)

t

Aj,-,vrin

functionsthenimpliesthat the hypermapseriesare,
The theoryof Jacksymmetric
we
in general,rationalfunctionsof b. However,in a computationalinvestigation,
foundthat the hypermapseriesappeared actually to be polynomialsin b, and in
Conjecture)that
Section6 of this paper, we conjecture(the Hypermap-Jack
h>7(b) = Zb(
M

wherethe summationis overhypermapsM in locallyorientablesurfaceswithvertex
distribution,u,face distributionii and hyperedgedistributionA, withrespectto a
of hypermaps.
combinatorialstatisticO correlatedwiththe nonorientability
1.2. Combinatorial background of 4): matchings. In obtainingevidencefor
the above conjecture,we found T to be mathematicallytractable only through
its relationship(2) with the series 4). Moreover,the combinatorialderivationsof
Theorem 1.1 givenin [6, 12, 13] involvethe specialisationsof 4) at ae = 1,2 in an
oftwocommnutative
essentialway,as thegeneratingseriesforconnectioncoefficients
algebras. Thus we wereled to a studyof 4) itselfin the powersum basis, and define
the connectionseries c>>,(b),by

(5)

4D(x,y,z;t,1+ b) =

tC

Zt>1

c>,(b)
b)1()n

(1I+
S\Pv_

I (x)pu
(z),
(Y)Pt'

where1(A)is the numberofpartsofA and CAis the conjugacyclass ofthe symmetric
in thisbasis are scaled by a nontrivial
groupindexedby A. Note thatthe coefficients
functionof A. Again the theoryof Jack symmetricfunctionsimplies that the
we foundthatthey
connectionseriesare rationalfunctionsofb,yetcomputationally
ofthe connectionseries
appeared to be polynomials.A combinatorialinvestigation
of hypermaps
was then carriedout, as suggestedby the matchingsrepresentation
used in [6]. Thus, in Section 4 of this paper we conjecture(the Matchings-Jack
Conjecture)that

c>>(b) = Zbwt (6),
wherethe summationis overa particularsubset of matchings6 and wtAis a comof matchings.
binatorialstatisticcorrelatedwiththe nonbipartiteness
1.3. Organisation of the paper. Section2 givesthe propertiesofthe Jacksymmetricfunctionsthat will be required,and the definitionsof two commutative
subalgebrasof the groupalgebra of the symmetricgroupand theirconnectioncoefficients.The two algebrasare the class algebra of the symmetricgroupand the
Hecke algebraassociatedwiththe hyperoctahedral
group. In Section3, we demonstrate the relationshipbetweenthe connectionseries c\ (b) and the connection
of the two algebras. We obtain some explicitmarginalsums forthe
coefficients
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connectionseriesand some explicitevaluationsof it forcertainvalues of A. These
are obtained by extensiveuse of the propertiesof Jack symmetricfunctionsthat
are givenin Section2. In Section4 we givethe relationshipbetweenthe connection
coefficients
of two algebrasand classes of matchings,and we state the MatchingsJackConjecture.In Section5 we exhibittwocombinatorialstatisticsformatchings
associated with two particularchoices of A. We prove that the generatingseries
formatchingswith respectto these statisticsare the connectionseries explicitly
Conjecturefortwo
evaluated in Section 3, thus establishingthe Matchings-Jack
particularinfinitesubfamiliesof matchings. In Section 6 we turn our attention
to P and its coefficients,
the hypermapseries,and we state the Hypermap-Jack
Conjecture.Evidence forthe truthof this conjectureis presented.
2.

BACKGROUND

2.1. Partitions. If A = [A1,A2.... ] is a weaklydecreasingsequenceofnonnegative
= n, or A H n.
** , and we writeJAI
The numberofnonzeroAi in A is denotedby1(A). The set ofall partitions(including
the single,emptypartitionof 0) is denoted by P. If ,u = [Al, /2'2,...] is another
partitionwith I,ul = JAI,then the partial order < is definedforP by: ,u < A
whenever/11+ .. +,i < Al + . + Ai forall i > 1. The partition2A is givenby
[2A1,2A2,...]. The conjugatepartitionto A is givenby A' = (A, A',...) whereA'.
is the numberof i such that Ai > j forj > 1.
A partitionA is identified
withits Ferrersdiagram

thenA is a partition
ofn = A1+ A2+
integers,

A= {(ij)
For each latticepoint x
a;\(x) =
IA(x) =
hAx(x) =

: 1 < i < (A), 1 < j < Ai}.

(s,t) in A,
of x,
A: j > t}Jis the arm-length
of x,
{(i,t) E A: i > s}I is the leg-length
1
of x.
a;\(x) + I\(x) + is the hook-length
{(s, j)

E

in A is denotedby
The productof all the hook-lengths
HA

=

fJ
hx(x).

xCA

When convenient,we also writeA =
that i appears as a part in A.

[1a12 a2 ..]

whereai is the numberof times

2.2. Jack symmetric functions. The followingnotationis well established(see
Macdonald [15] formore details). The symmetricfunctionsin x = (x1,X2,...),
function;
indexedby partitionA E 'P are denotedby: mA(x), monomialsymmetric
pA(x), powersum; sA (x), Schurfunction;ZA(x), zonal polynomial;JA(x; ca), Jack
-We will also considersymmetric
functionsofy = (YI, Y2,... ),
symmetric
function.
z = (ZI, Z2,...),
finitesets Xn = (xl,... , Xn)) Yn and Zn, but
and corresponding
suppressthe argumentswherethereis no ambiguity.
functionsof
An innerproduct( , )c is definedon the vectorspace ofsymmetric
that are rationalfunctionsin the indeterminate
bounded degree,with coefficients
ae overthe rationals,by
(PA,,p
P')

tcl(A
JAIa
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functionsare uniquelydeterMacdonald [15] has provedthat the Jacksyinmetric
minedby the followingthreeproperties:
A 5, t)
for
= 0
(I) (JA,Ji)a
(II)
0 unless ,u< A,
[m,]jJA =
(III) [m[1h]]IJA = n! forall A H n, )
ofA in B. For the purposesofthe presentwork,
where[A]B denotesthe coefficient
the natural basis forthe Jack symmetricfunctionsis the powersum (symmetric
functions,expanded withrespectto
function)basis. The firstfewJacksymmetric
this basis, are
(6)

J[i] =

P1,
=2

Pi + CeP2i

J[2]

P1P2,

J[12]

J[3]

=

P3 + 3PP2P'

+ 2ot2p3,

p3+ (a -1 )P2P1-caP3,

J[2 1]=

=
p3-3P2P1 + 2p3.
J[13]
In general,properties(6) togetherwith basic facts about symmetricfunctions,
in these expansionsare rationalfunctionsof ae overthe
implythat the coefficients
are in fact polynomialsin
rationals. It has been conjecturedthat the coefficients
ae over the integers.This conjectureremainsopen, and the reader is directedto
Macdonald [16] and Hanlon [8] fora discussion.

2.3. Technical results for Jack symmetric functions. The. technicalresults
about JAthat are essentialto the argumentare groupedbelow,and stated without
have
proof.These, togetherwithmanyotherresultsand a systematicdevelopment,
been givenby Stanley [18].
Specialization
JA(x; 1)

(7)

JA(x;2)

=
=

HAsA(x),
ZA(x).

1
f

Single-partpartition
(8)
=

J[n](x;ca)

JA((t,0,0,.

a)

E?>n

C.n(a)pA(X),

0,
-

(1 + a)(1 +22a)

(1 +(nr-1)a)tn,

if 1(A) > 1,
if A=[n].

Norm
(A>IA>)(e
(9)
(J[n]J[n])
(9)
CauchyIdentity

(10)

=

fix E\(aa>\(x) + 1I>(x)+ aR)(aa>\(x)+ 1I>(x)+1)l

n!an(1+a)(1+2a) .(1+

(n-l)o).

+ J1),

(X; e)Jo(y; e)=I7 (1 - Xiyj)1/

(JoJo)

A power sum coefficient
(11)

i2ppn-2]Jc(=

a

A)

-(

A

/)

for A
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As eigenfunctions
(12)
D(xm; a)JA(xm;a)

Ai

a

Ali + (n-1) IA

JA(x,;a),

where,fora finiteset of indeterminates,
the generalizedLaplace-BeltramiOperator
D (xm;a8) is definedby
D(xm; ))a=

(13)

_m1Zx2m9+
ZEE

2

T iX

An immediateconsequenceof these is the next result,specializing<Dto forms
involvingSchurfunctionsand zonal polynomials.
Proposition 2.1.

P

1)

(D(x,y, z; t,1)

2)

4)(x,y,z;t,2) =

=

ZHo

E
foE

se(x)se(y)so(z)t'90,
f- Z(x)Ze(y)zo(z)ti.

H20

Proof. 1) We have (Jo,Jo), = Ho2 from(9), and the resultfollowsfrom(7).
from(7).
2) We have( Jo,JO)2 = H20 from(9), and theresultfollows.
2.4. The two commutative subalgebras and their connection coefficients.
The two commutativesubalgebrasof the group algebra of the symmetricgroup
that are needed are definedbelow. The essentialresultsare stated withoutproof,
and fora morecompletedevelopmentthe readeris directedto Hanlon,Stanleyand
Stembridge[10].
1) The class algebra: Let CA E CE5Obe the formalsum of the elementsin
the conjugacyclass CA of En, forA H-n. Then {CA: A H-n} is a basis forthe class
algebra,a commutativesubalgebraof CG5, withconnectioncoefficients
a = [CA]C
(14)
2) The double coset algebra: Considerthe hyperoctahedralgroup 73n as a
subgroupofthe symmetric
groupG2n. The double cosetsof G2, withB, have the
partitionsof n as a natural index. Let ICAbe the double coset indexedby A F-n
and let KA E CG2,l be the formalsum of the elementsof KCA.Then {KA: A H-n}
is a basis forthe double coset algebra,a commutativesubalgebraof cCG2,, with
connectioncoefficients
bA = [KA]K K.

(15)

The generatingseriesforthese connectioncoefficients
withrespectto the power
sum symmetricfunctionbasis are givenin the followingtheorem.
Theorem 2.2.
1)

4D(x,y,z;t,1) = 1?+ZEtn
n>1

2)

4)(x,y,z;t,2) = 1?5+

tn

n>1

S
A,p,u,^n

aA ICAIp,(x)p,u()pv(Z)

bA

ICA

Aq,A,0-n
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Proof. 1) From [6] (see also [12, 13]),
1 + Et tn E
. ICA
(Z) =
I,, (X)Pp(y)PV
n>l >,p,0n
\
The resultfollowsfromProposition2.1(1).
2) From [6],

1+ZtAZ
Hv

)P()P () =

2!2l(A)

Hos8(x)8s(y)8s(z)t1016

E

OEIP

z;

Ze(x)Ze(y)Ze(z)tlol
0

The resultfollowsfromProposition2.1(2).
3.

SERIES AND A POSITIVITY

THE CONNECTION

CONJECTURE

3.1. The connection series. FRom(5), the generatingseriesforthe connection
seriesc\,(b) is
(16)

t1 b)

@(
y,z;

4P(x

, I+

b

1
?=1

tn E

E

1:t

AH

cAl,Cl\
v(b) IC,AI()()()

(1+bl()n

PI(X)pp (y)Pw,(z).

The reasonsforwritingthe Jackparameteras 1+b willbecomeclearin Section4,
whereb is conjecturedto have combinatorialmeaning. FRomthe basic properties
of Jack symmetricfunctions,in general c>,,(b)is a rational functionof b forall
A,g, v F-n. The relationshipof the connectionseriesto the connectioncoefficients
ofthe two algebras,that has been alluded to in the Introduction,is givennext-and
followsimmediatelyfrom(16) and Theorem2.2.
Proposition 3.1. For A, , vH n,
1)

c\,(O) = a>

2)

c>,(1)=

about c>\(b) is not easy
3.2. Specific evaluations. Althoughexplicitinformation
to obtain in general,it is possible to determinesome marginalsums and explicit
evaluationsusingthe technicalresultsforJacksymmetricfunctionsgivenin Section 2.3. These will furnishevidencein supportof the subsequentconjectures.
a) The marginal sums. We firstobtain marginalsums over ,u (or vi), and
marginalsums over,uand v.
Lemma 3.2.
c, (b) = IC,I(1 + b)n-I(A) for A,g Frn,
0-n
c>,(b) = (n + (n -1)b)(n - 1 + (n - 2)b)...(3 + 2b)(2 + b), for A F-n.

1)

,c>,,(b)=
0-n

2)

E
,uvzHn

Proof. 1) Underthe substitutionz = (1, 0,....)
from(8). Thus from(16)
iCihn

=

Ltn !(1Xb)I(A)

=

el, we have pv(el) = 1 forall vi,

+Jb)(x,y,el;t,I
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But Jo(ei; 1 + b) = 0 for1(0) > 1 from(8) so by (1)

(D(x y,l; t I +b)

St

n>?0

(Jn t[n]+

n
I,
(1+ b)
CAI

I + b)

1+
J[nl](Y;

J[n](x;

b)J[n] (el; 1 +

(A)pA (x) Cj,jI(1 + b)n-Thl()p) (Y

\,A-nn!I+bn

b)

+)

from(8) and (9), since
J[n](el; 1 + b)

(2 + b)(3 + 2b) ... (n + (n - 1)b)

_

n!(I + b)n(2 + b)(3 + 2b)..(n + (n -1)b)'

(J[n]i J[n]) 1+b

The resultfollows.
2) This followsby summingresult (1) above over [t Hrn, usingthe cycle index
polynomial,or consideringthe two specializationsy = e1,z = e1 and proceeding
as in the proofof (1).
b) The case A =
compactform.

[In].

We can explicitlyevaluate cA\(b)in this case in a

Lemma 3.3. For ti,v H n,
c[1]

(1 + b)nl(">), At

(b){C

Proof. From (16),
c[1n] (b)

=

[tnPi)P

Yxb)

n[(1 + b)

]

(x, yz; t, 1 + b)

(Jo0)1+b

since [pln]
Jo =1 for all 0 F- n, fromthe property(III) of the Jack symmetric
functions(6). But fromthe Cauchy Identity(10),
(17)

-7

(> >)1 JO(y;1 + b)JO(z;1 + b)t101
YZt)(1l
E0P(JO,
Jo)1--b
i,j>1
exp

1

tk

E

(Y)Pk

(z)}

tn IC_ I

ri(I
n>?1 7ynHn

+ b

F1I

and the resultfollows.

c) The case A = [2 1n-2]. In thiscase we givea generatingseries. The resultis
morecomplicated,but willbe neededin Section4 in the discussionofa conjectured
forc (b).
combinatorialinterpretation
Lemma 3.4.

5
(C

n>2

2
-2)!

5 CV

2](b)p4(y)p,(z)=

ti~()p()

Iexp2i(l+ b)i- Pj\ j>l
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k-1
- l)Pk(Y)Pk(Z)

+ E(Pk(Y)Pi(Z)Pk-i(Z)

i=1

+ Pk(Z)Pi(Y)Pk-i (Y))

}

operator
Proof. The differential
m
(18)

=

D(ym;ca)

2m

m

02

02

m

i

*i*

a

=1 j=,i

can easily be expressed in the form
(19)

(19)
~~~~1m

= D(ym;ca)-(m-

D(ym;ca)

M)Zyi
i=1

where D(ym; a) is the differential operator given by (13).
mogeneous polynomial of total degree 101in Yi, so

S Yi

Jo(Ym; a)

=0

1Jo(ym;

But Jo(ym; a)

),

and from (11), (12) and (19),
(20)

ax)Jo(ym; a)

D(ym;

([P2P1 IJe)

Je(ym; c),

for each m > 1. Now let
F

(21)

2

n>

n>2

(n

-

2)! (1 + b)n-1

S
t,-

Applying (20) to (1) and (16) gives, for each m > 1,
F = D(ym; a)G

(22)
where

(J, J

bJ(Ym; I1 + b)J6(z; 1 + b)t

m

11 17(1,-Yizj)-l/(l+b)

i=lj>l

from the Cauchy Identity (10).
a

Thus, from (17)

G =
oyi

GbE
I +
bk>1

tkyk-1p(z)

and differentiating further yields
(23)

Yi2

=

tk1?b

{tk(7

1)yipk(z)?

1?b

ZtkYpk(z)
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and fori

j,
YiYj (

(24)

Yi -Yi

y

G= -C E
l+ bZEt
k>2

Oj

PkPk

(z)ZEY?~'YJ
1=1

Now combining(23) and (24) with (18) and (22) gives,afterroutinemanipulation,
F

2( + b)
2(

tk{b(k

1)Pk (Ym)Pk (Z)

-

)k>2

k-1

(Ym)Pi (Z)Pk-i (Z) + Pk (Z)Pi (Ym)Pk-i (Ym))}

+ Z(Pk

The resultfollowsby substitutingforF and G in this equation via (17) and (21),
then replacing t by t(1 + b), Ym by y, and multiplyingon both sides by
?
2(1 + b)-1t-2.
3.3. A positivity conjecture. The marginal sums for cl\,(b) evaluated in
Lemma 3.2 are nonnegativeintegerpolynomialsin b and, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4,
whenA = [1]
cA\(b)itselfis a polynomialin b withnonnegativeintegercoefficients
or [2 1n-2]. Table 1,whichgivesthe nonzerocA\(b)for,u> v, (sincec\,(b) = c\A(b))
showsthat thisis also trueofthemindividuallyforall A,g,7 F-n < 4. In fact,using
the SF package [19],we have computedcA>,(b)forall A, u,v H n < 8, and foundin
all cases that cA (b) is a nonnegativeintegerpolynomialin b. We conjecturethat
this is alwaysthe case.
Conjecture 3.5. For all A, , v F-n > 1,
cl\,(b)is a nonnegativeintegerpolynomialin b.
Note that if we expressthe connectionseries in termsof a, then we can have
in general;forexample,
negativecoefficients
CA (a

-

1)

=

2a2 - 3c + 2

v = [3]. This is whythe Jack parameterhas been shiftedby the
when A = ,
substitutionOl = b + 1.
is now obtained
Under the assumptionthat Conjecture3.5 is true,information
about the degreeof the polynomialcl\,(b)in b.
Proposition 3.6. If Conjecture3.5 holds,thenfor A, , Iv F-n > 1,
1) The degreeof c\,(b) is at mostn-min{l(,u), I(v)}.
is n - 1, which
2) For fixedA, the largestpowerofb appearingamongthecAL/(b)
(b), with coefficient(n - 1)!

uniquely appears in c[l\

Proof. 1) Frompart (2) of Lemma 3.2, we have
(25)

ZcA
i0-n

(b) =

ICAI(1

+ b)

and
(26)

cA (b) = lCLI(I + b)n-l'()

But the degreeof (1 + b)n-i(/) is n - l(p). We assume that Conjecture3.5 is true.
Then the degreeof c>\,(b)exceedingn - I(p) would contradict(25), and the degree
of cl\,(b)exceedingn - 1(v) would contradict(26), sO the resultfollows.
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,u> z}

A

1. The connectionseries c\,(b) for A,p,u F- n < 4, and

v

[11

A
[11

[2]

[2]

[2]

[12] [2]

[2]

[3]

[12]

[3]

[11
[12]
[12]

[3]

[21]
[13]

[21] [3]
[21]
[13]

[21] [3]

[3]
[3]

[21]
[21] [21]

[13]

[4]

[3]

[13]

[3]

[21] [21]

[13] [13]

[4]

[4]

[31]
[22]
[212]
[14]

[31] [31]
[22]
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[22]
[212]

[22]
[212]

Cl\(b)
1

b
1
b+ 1

1
2b2+ b+ 1

A

At

1

[31]

[4]

[4]
[31]

[31]

[31]

3b
1

3b
3
1

[22]

2b2?+2b
2b+2

b
1
2b2+4b+ 2
3b+3

[4]

[31]

[22]
[212]
[212]

[4]

[31]

[31]
[22]

[22]
[212]

1

3
6b3+ 8b2+ 4b+ 2
8b2+ 8b
2b2+ 2b
4b +4

8b+ 8

[31]
[22]

b2?+2b+

2b

[212]
[14]

[212] [2 12]
1
[4]
6b3+ 7b2+ 7b [212] [4]
8b2+ 4b + 4
[31]
3b2+b+1

[31]

6b
1

8b
4b
4
b
2

3b2+ 3b
3b+ 3
2b2+4b+4
3b+ 3
3b

[22]
[212]

[14]

[212]

c\1(b)
6b3+ 9b2+6b+ 3
6b2+ 6b

[22]

[31]

1

2

6b3+ 12b2+ 6b
4b2+ 8b+ 4
2b2+4b+2

4b2+4b

[212]

4b+ 4

[212]

b+ 1
b

b2?+b

[22]

[22]

[212] [212]
[14]

[14]

[4]

[4]

[31]
[22]

[31]
[22]

[14]

[14]

[212] [212]

2

1

6b3+ 18b2+-18b+
8b2+ 16b+ 8
3b2+ 6b + 3

6

6b+ 6
1

2) Part (1) of the resultgives immediatelythat the degreeof c\,(b) is at most
n-1, and is strictlyless than n-I unless,u= v = [n]. But from(25) with,u= [n]
we get
Z c[,u(b)
IVn

(n -1)!(1

+

b)n-1

to the term(n - 1)!bn-1 on the right-handside of this
Thus the onlycontribution
A
E
the resultfollows.
and
sum comes fromcfnl
(b),
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The above resultfortermsofhighestdegreecan be verifiedforn < 4 in Table 1.
Of course,
For termsoflowestdegreewe have been able to deduce less information.
in the symmetricgroup, from
the constanttermsare the connectioncoefficients
about whentheseare 0 and someextreme
Proposition3.1 (1). For moreinformation
non-zerovalues see [7].
We notein passinga curiosityofthedata in Table 1, thatall entriesare unimodal,
i F-n > 1, cA,(b) is unimodal.
and we furtherconjecturethat, forall A,, v
4.

THE MATCHINGS-JACK

CONJECTURE

Let Fs be the set ofall matchingson a set S ofeven cardinality.For 61, 62,... E
withvertex-setS whose edges are formed
TS, let G(61,I562 ... ) be the multi-graph
by the pairs in 61,62, .... Now G(61,62) consistsof disjointeven cycles,since each
vertexhas degree 2, and around each cycle the edges alternatebetween61 and
halfthe lengthsof the cyclesin
62, so we let A(61,62) be the partitionspecifying
G(61,I62)
... nIn}. For convenience,
Let ,F, be the set of matchingson A?nn = {1
will be called the classes of M - Thus pairs
the sets {1, ... , n} and {1, ... .n}
I
in a matchingcontaineithertwo elementsof the same class (we call these withinclasses (we call these between-class
pairs). A
class pairs) or elementsof different
matching,
matching6 in whicheverypair is a between-classpair is called a bipartite
since in thiscase G(6) is a subgraphofthe completebipartitegraphon vertex-sets
{1... ,n} and {1,... ,I n}.
Now we introducesome specificbipartitematchingsin Fn. First,let
{n In}

{,

6

Then, foreach A F-n, let
=

6(

{ {1, 2} {23},

1- 1, } {A1, ,

,{I

{A1+ 1,A1+ 2,...

}.
+ 1}, ...
+
fAl -A2,1
In particular,6[1n] = E. Note that E and 65\are bipartitematchings,and that
A(E,5,) = A forall A F-n.
in the double coset
There is a close relationshipbetweenconnectioncoefficients
algebra and matchings,since (see [10],Lemma 3.2)

i={5

(27)

I,{A

A2-

+ 1,1

+A2}i

AA(6,6A,)=}L

(E Fn: A(5,E)

The specializationsofcA>(b)givenin Proposition3.1 forb 0,1 involveconnecin both the double coset algebra and the conjugacyclass algebra.
tion coefficients
These specializationsare made more uniformby the followingcombinatorialrestatementsin termsof matchings.
v F-n,
Proposition 4.1. For A,At,
1)

c,A(0) = I{6 E nA

2)

cA,(1)

= I{6

E Fn

A (6,)

Proof. 1) Let T = (12.. Al)(Al +1
a>> = [Q]C^C\, {u=

E CAIP
EC

/t,A(6, 6A,) = v, 6 is bipartite

(6(, e)
=

}1,

A(6, 65),) =v

Al +A2) *** E CA-Then
Cv: up =

{}| = |{u E C :

T 1T
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by

6 = {(I, (1)), (2, (2)), ..

,(,

o (n))}

Then 6 is a bipartitematchingsuch that A(6,e) = ,, and A(6,6A) = v if and only
if a-1r E C,. Moreover,this is reversible,since everybipartite6 E Fn uniquely
determinescoE e&n withthe requiredproperties.The resultfollowsfromProposition 3.1.
0
2) This resulthas been givenas (27).
Under the assumptionthat Conjecture3.5 is true, the combinatorialformof
the specializationsto b = 0 and 1 in Proposition4.1 above suggestthe following
strongerconjecture,that c>A(b) is a countingseriesformatchings.
Conjecture). For A,,, v F-n,
Conjecture 4.2 (Matchings-Jack
cA

bwtA
(a)

(b)
6 E CFn

A(6,E)=8,A(6,6A )=v

for nonnegativeintegerwtA(6), wherewtA(6)
wtA(6) < n - min{I(,u),l(v)}.

=

0 if and onlyif 6 is bipartite,and

In the contextofthisconjecture,the shiftedJackparameterb is a combinatorial
formatchings,indexedby A.
markerfora familyof statisticsof non-bipartiteness
In the next section,we describesome combinatorialstatisticsformatchingsthat
serve as appropriatechoicesof wtX forA = [1] and A - [2 1n-2], thus achieving
Conjectureby provingit in these
partialsuccessin establishingthe Matchings-Jack
cases.
5.

COMBINATORIAL

STATISTICS FOR MATCHINGS

For a matching6 e $n, it will be convenientto describethe pairs in 6 relative
to theirappearance in the cyclesof G(6, e), as follows.For a givencycleof G(6, e),
let j be the smallestvalue such that {j, j} E e is in the cycle. Now traversethe
cycle beginningwith the pair of 6 containingj, and terminatingwith the pair of
6 containingj (these are the same when the cycle has lengthtwo). This orders
the pairs of 6 in the cycle,as well as directingthem;it also ordersand directsthe
pairs of e in the cycle,withthe conventionthat we begin at the orderedpair (I, j).
Moreover,the disjointunionofthe pairs of 6 on a cycleis the same as the disjoint
union of the pairs of ? on the cycle. Thus, if we knowthe orderand directionsof
the pairs of 6 on a cyclethenwe knowthe orderand directionsof the pairs of - on
the cycle,and vice-versa.
Example 5.1. For n = 5 considerthe matching
-Y= {{1,4}, {12,

{2 4}, {3, 5}, {3, 5}}.

Then G(Qy,
e) has two cycles,one withvertex-set{1, 1,2, 2,4, 4} and the otherwith
vertex-set{3, 3,35,5}. Traversingthe firstoftheseas describedabove givesthe pairs
in theorder(1, 4), (4, 2), (2, 1), withdirectionsas indicatedbytheorderedpairs;
ofOy
the pairs of? appear in order(1, 1), (4,4), (2, 2), again withdirectionsas indicated.
Traversingthe secondcyclegivesthe pairs of-yorderedand directedas (3, 5), (5, 3),
LII
and the pairs of e as (3, 3), (5, 5).
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From this point of view the followingrelationshipbetweenpermutationsand
matchingsis straightforward.
Proposition 5.2. For,ut n,
I{ C TF7:A(8,?))

I = IC,1I2n`1().

Proof. For each directedcycle (ii2 ... ik), of lengthk > 1, in the disjointcycle
representationof a permutationoC C &n we create 2k-1 choices for a cycle, of
length2k, in G(8, 6) for6 c FF, as follows.Let the orderof the pairs of 6 in the
cycleofG(6) E) be {i ,1}, {i2, 2}, ..., {iik, k} Now the firstpair {i1, I} is directed
as (i1, il) by convention.The remainingk - 1 pairs can be directedindependently
in eitherof the two ways (im, Zm) or (im, im)I form = 2, ... , k. But this uniquely
determinesthe positionsof the pairs of 6 on the cycle. Thus, all 6 C .Fn with
A(8,E) = ,uare createdexactlyonce by carryingthisout forall the cyclesofa EcC1,,
and the resultfollows.
DG
5.1. The first statistic. The firststatisticformatchings,definedbelow as stat1,
will accountforthe case A = [1] of the Matchings-Jack
Conjecture.
Definition 5.3. For 8 c Fn, stat1(8) is the numberof within-classpairs of 6 that
do not terminatetheircyclesin G(8, 6).
A convenientway of thinkingabout such a statisticis to regardeach pair of 6
or "not contributing"
as "contributing"
to the statistic.Thus, forstat1,a pair of 6
contributesif it is a within-classpair and it is not the terminating
edge (in either
direction)in its cycleof G(6, 6), and does not contributeotherwise.
Example 5.4. For the matching-ygivenin Example 5.1 we calculatethat stat1(Q)
2. In this case, the pairs that contributeto the statisticare {2, 4} and {3, 5}.
The pairs {1, 2} and {3, 5} do not contributesince,althoughtheyare within-class
pairs,theyare terminalin theirrespectivecycles.
-

5.2. Proof of the Matchings-Jack Conjecture for A
[1"]. The counting
seriesformatchingswithrespectto the statisticstat1 is readilydetermined.
Proposition 5.5. For [ K n,

E

(6)= IC_(1+b)n-l(-)i.
bstat
-

A (6 ,E) =

Proof. In the proofof Proposition5.2, note that the choicesof directionforeach
edge of 6 determinespreciselywhetherthe immediatelyprecedingedge of 6 joins
two elementsof the same class or elementsof different
classes. The terminaledge
of 6 in the cycle has no such choice because of the conventionforthe initialedge
of 6. Thus a cycleof lengthk contributesa factorof (1 + b)k-1 to the generating
functionforstatl, so an elementofC11contributes(1 + b)n-l(p). The resultfollows
D
since thereare IC,1elementsof C..
We can immediatelydeduce that this providesa suitable choice forthe conjecturedstatisticwtAin the case A = [ln].
Conjecture(4.2) is truefor A = [1j].
Corollary 5.6. The Matchings-Jack
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= e, so in this case

E

bstatl(6)

E
5

bstat(6)

6 E Fn

E,-Fn

for it = v, and is 0 otherwise. Thus from Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 3.3, stat1 is a
suitable choice for wtx when A = [In], establishing the Conjecture in this case.
O
5.3. The second statistic.
The second statistic for matchings is a modification of
statl, and will account for the case A = [2 ln-2] of the Matchings-Jack Conjecture.
Definition

For 6 e .Fn, stat (6) is defined as follows:

5.7.

1. If { 1iY} and {2, 2} lie on different cycles of G(8, E) then stat2 (6) has the same
value as statl(6).
2. Otherwise,
(a)

if 2 appears

before 2 on the cycle containing {1, 1} and {2, 2}, then
(i) the pair of 6 containing 2 always contributes to stat2(6),
(ii) all other pairs in 6 are treated as in stat1;

(b) if 2 appears

before 2, then

(i) the pair of 6 containing 2 never contributes to stat2(6),
(ii) all other pairs in 6 are treated as in stat1.
Example

5.8.

For the matching -ygiven in Example

5.1 we calculate

stat2(q)

2.

We are in the case in which {1, 1} and {2, 2} lie on the same cycle and, on that
cycle, 2 appears before 2, so the pairs that contribute to the statistic are again
E
{2, 4} and {3, 5}.
Example

5.9.

Consider the matching
1 {{1,4},{1I,5},{2,5},{2,4},{3,3}}.

Then G(q, e) has two cycles, and traversing these cycles gives the edges of ij ordered
and directed as (1, 4)(4, 2)(2, 5)(5, 1) in one cycle and (3, 3) in the second cycle. We
thus have stat1 (r) = 3, with pairs {1, 4}, {2, 5} and {2, 4} contributing.

However,

we have stat2 (r) = 2, with pairs {1, 4} and {2, 5} contributing; the pair {2, 4} does
not contribute even though 2 and 4 are in the same class, since we are in the case
in which {1, 1} and {2, 2} appear on the same cycle of G(q, E) with 2 before 2. 1I
5.4. Proof of the Matchings-Jack
for A = [2 ln-2]. We determine
Conjecture
the counting series for matchings with respect to the statistic stat2 as follows.

Lemma

5.10.

Let A = [2 1n-2]. For i, v F-n,
n-2
bstatb

( () =
[-

A(6,?)=p ,A(6,86 )=v

(1

k>2

+ b)k2tk2

2)! P,I(Y)PV(z)](expE

{b(k

-

(I + b)- t pj(y)pj(z))

1)pk(y)Pk(Z)

k-i

(Pk (Y)Pi (Z)Pk-i (Z) + Pk(Z)Pi (Y)Pk-i (Y))}-

+
i=l
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{{1,2}, {1,2}, {3,3},1... , {n,In}} forn > 2, and

6A

tn

(-2)

8(y,z;t,b)

bstat2(6)PA(6)

ri>2 (

(Y)PA ,) (Z)

EF

Then E has t as an exponentialmarkerforthe pairs in A = {{3, 3},... I,{n, in}},
Pi (y) as a (ordinary)markerfori-cyclesin G(6,e), pi(z) as a (ordinary)marker
for i-cyclesin G(6,6A), for i > 1, and b as a (ordinary)markerfor pairs in 6
to stat2.
contributing
We considerseparatelythethreecases forthe cycle(s) in G(6, e) containing{1,I}
and {2,2}.
Case 1. Suppose {1, 1} and {2, 2} lie on different
cyclesof G(6, e) withm elements
of A on the cycle containing{1, 1} and j elementsof A on the cycle containing
{2, 2}, form,j > 0. Then the pairs of 6 on these cycles forman m + j + 2-cycle
in G(6, 6A), so the countingseriesforthese cyclesis (see [4] forbasic resultson the
combinatoricsassociated withexponentialand ordinarycountingseries)
tm
! (I
T!j

M,jm!

m,j>0

(28)

+ b)mpm+l(y)j!

t7

(1 +

b)pj+l?(Y)Pm+j+2(Z)

k-1

=

-

,( 1 +
SS'
? b)

t P (Y)Pk -i (Y)Pk (Z)
)k-2tk-2pi()ki()kz

k>2 i=1

withi

?t

=

m+

m
m-+ j + 2.

,k

Case 2. Suppose {1, 1} and {2, 2} lie on the same cycleof G(6, ?) with2 appearing
before2, and that there are m elementsof A between (1, 1) and (2, 2), and j
elementsof A after(2, 2), form,j > 0. Then the pairs of 6 on this cycle forman
m + j + 2-cyclein G(6, 6A), so the countingseriesforthis cycleis
b
(29)

tm

m!-!(1 +b)mj!

E

tj

(1 + b)jPm+j+2(Y)Pm+j+2(Z)

m,jO

1)(1 +

b5E(k

b)k-2tk-2Pk(Y)Pk(Z)

k>2

with k = m + j + 2.
Case 3. Finally,suppose {1,I1 and {2,2} lie on the same cycle of G(6,E) with 2
appearingbefore2, and that thereare m elementsof A between(1, 1) and (2, 2),
and j elementsofA after(2, 2), form,j > 0. Then the pairsof 6 on thiscycleform
an m + 1-cycleand a j + 1-cyclein G(6,6A), so the countingseriesforthis case is
tm
E m!-(1

(30)

ti

m!

+b)mpm+?(z)j!.(1

k-i

=E

k>2 i=1

+ b)jpj+i(Z)pm+j+2(y)

~~~~~.1

(1

+ b)k2tk2pi

(Z)Pk-i (Z)Pk (Y)

withi = m + 1,k = m + j + 2.
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Now each othercycle in G(8, e) consistsentirelyof j elementsof A, forsome
j > 1, and thus has countingseries

Euj -

j>l

t

1)-!j! (1 +

b)ij-pj

(y)pj (z).

But we have an unorderedcollectionof such cycles,withcountingseries
(31)

exp (1 + b)i>1

tpj (Y)pj (z).

i~~~~~~.

Thus 03is obtainedby multiplying(31) by the sum of (28), (29) and (30). The
D
operator[n-2!P(y)p>(Z)] to 0.
resultfollowsby applyingthe coefficient
We can immediatelydeduce that stat2 providesa suitablechoiceforthe conjecturedstatisticwtx in the case A = [2 In-2].
Conjecture(4.2) is truefor A - [2 1n-2].
Corollary 5.11. The Matchings-Jack
Proof. From Lemmas 5.10 and 3.4, stat2 is a suitable choice forwtAwhen A =
O
[2 1n-2], establishingthe Conjecturein this case.
5.5. Towards other statistics. The algorithmsforstat1 and stat2 are givenin
Definitions5.3 and 5.7 as a list of cases, but the means by whichthey were discoveredis not evidentfromtheirstatement.However,thereare generalstrategies
in findingthem,and makesthe relationshipwith
that provideda usefulframework
A (here [In] and [2 In-2], respectively)moreexplicit.
In both algorithmswe examinethe pairs of 6 in orderoftheirappearance in the
cyclesof G(8, ?), thusimplicitlyordering(as wellas directing)the pairs ofe. From
this point of view,the pairs of 6 are of threetypes. The pairs of 6 that terminate
theircyclein G(8, E) are oftypeA. Each remainingpair of6 correspondsto adding
a new pair of E to theircyclein G(8, E), in eitherof two directions.A pair of 6 is
of typeB ifit correspondsin thisway to a pair P of E that is examinedfirstin the
set of all pairs ofE that are both in the componentof G(e, 6A) containingP and in
the componentof G(8, ?) containingP. Otherwise,it is of type C.
In both algorithmsthe followingrules are used forpairs in 6 of typesA and B:
A: These pairs do not contribute,
B: These pairs
* contributeiftheyare within-classpairs,
* do not contributeiftheyare between-classpairs.
For A = [In] thereare no pairs oftype C in any matching,and indeedthesetwo
rulesare simplya restatementofthe algorithmgivenforthiscase in Definition5.3.
For A = [2 In-2] therecan be at mostone pair oftypeC in a matching;the rules
forsuch a pair are preciselythose givenin parts 2a(i) and 2b(i) of Definition5.7.
The above rulesare again a restatementofthe remainingparts of the algorithmin
this case.
we have not been able to finda generalrule forpairs of type C, some
Althlough
observationsfortwo extremesituationswhena
by the following
guidanceis offered
pair of type C is examined:
* If all pairs of 6 previouslyexaminedare between-classpairs,then the pair is
treatedby therulesfortypeB givenabove. This followsfromthe requirement
that the conjecturedstatisticis 0 preciselyforbipartitematchings.
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* If all pairs of 6 previouslyexaminedcontributeto the statisticand thereare
no completedcycles yet in G(6,6A), then if the pair terminatesa cycle in
G(6,6A) of lengthless than n = JAI,it does not contributeto the statistic.
This followsfrompart 2 of Proposition3.6.
With the aid of theseobservationswe have foundadditionalalgorithmsthat do
indeed explain some of the computeddata but we have not provedthat theyhold
forany infinitesubclass. Perhaps the lack of obvious symmetrybetween[u and v
in the proceduresuggestedabove accounts forthe proliferation
of cases in these
algorithms.
We do not knowof a convenientclass of nonbipartitematchings6 of cardinality
(n-1)! suchthatA(6,E) = t and A(8,6A) = M but in viewofpart2 ofProposition3.6
this mightbe helpfulin findingstatisticsin general.
6.

THE HYPERMAP SERIES AND POSITIVITY

CONJECTURES

We concludeby returningbrieflyto the hypermapseries hA(b) that, from(4),
is given by

T(x, y, z; t,1 + b) = 1 +

Z

h>,(b)pA
(x)p,,(y)p (z).

tn

n>?1

AqivHmn

From the propertiesof Jack symmetricfunctions,the hypermapseries hA(b) is
a rational functionof b forall A,,u,v F-n. Moreover,fromTheorem 1.1 we can
immediatelyrelateit to the hypermapcoefficients
definedin the Introduction.
Proposition 6.1. For A,, v F n,
=

1)

h0 (O)

2)

hAv(1) =

Tn"

IA

Table 2 giveshA(b) formaps withat most3 edges (so all partsof A are equal to
2). To make the table compact,use has been made ofthe dualityh> (b) = h (b).
In each case that is giventhe entriesare nonnegativeintegerpolynomialsin b, and
we conjecturethis to be the case in general.
Conjecture 6.2. For all A,A, v F-n > 1,
hA (b) is a nonnegativeintegerpolynomialin b.

In view ofthe combinatorialcontextin whichthe specializationsto b = 0, 1 arose
we furtherconjecturethat hA(b) is a generatingseriesforhypermapswithrespect
to a combinatorialstatisticd associated withmaps.
Conjecture 6.3 (Hypermap-Jack
Conjecture). For A,A,v F-n,
hA,(b)

V (M)

wherethe sum is over all hypermapsM in locallyorientablesurfaceswithhyperAtand face distribution
edge distribution
A, vertexdistribution
v, and '0(M) is a
nonnegativeintegerwhichequals 0 if and onlyif M is orientable.
The Matchings-Jack
Conjecturedoes not implythe Hypermap-Jack
Conjecture
directlysince cA(b) is divided by (1 + b)l(A)in (5) in (, the logarithmis taken,
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The hypermapserieshA (b) formaps withat most 3 edges

edgeA vertex,u
[2]
[2]
[2]
[22]
[4]
[4]
[4]
[4]
[31]
[2 ]

FUNCTIONS

facev
[2]

h1 (b)
b

[12]

1

[4]
[31]
[22]

1 + b+ 3b2
4b
b
2
4

[22]

[22]

1

[6]
[6]
[6]
[6]
[6]
[6]

[6]
[5 1]
[42]

[212]
[31]

13b+ 13b ?15b3
6 + 6b + 18b2
3+3b+9b2
9b
[412]
1 + b+ 5b2
[32]
12b
[32 1]

edgeA vertex,u
[23]
[6]
[6]
[6]
[51]
[51]
[51]
[51]
[5 1]
[42]
[42]
[42]
[412]
[32]

facev
[313]
[23]
[2212]

[51]
[42]
[4 12]
[32]

[32 1]
[42]
[32]

[321]

[32]
[23]

hA1(b)
2
b

3

18b
6b
6
6b
6
6b
3b
6
3
1

and this is then multipliedby 1 + b to obtain T. However,the conjecturesare
of a hypermap
combinatoriallyrelated,since, fromthe matchingsrepresentation
givenin [6], some canonical formof each connectedcomponentof the matchings
graphG(s, &1,&) consideredin Sections4 and 5 above correspondsto a hypermap.
From a studyof our data, certainfactsand conjectureshave emerged.First,if
the Hypermap-Jack
Conjectureis true,thenthe combinatorialstatistic'o depends
on the rootingof a hypermap.This can be seen,forexample,by consideringmaps
with2 edges,a singlevertexand a singleface. Table 2 givesh54
141(b) = 1 + b+ 3b2,
so thereare 5 such rootedmaps in all. It is readilycheckedthat these correspond
to 3 unrootedmaps. One of the unrootedmaps has one rooting,and is orientable,
and each of the othertwo unrootedmaps have two distinctrootings. The latter
two pairs of rootedmaps mustthereforeaccount forthe termsb + 3b2. It follows
that forone of thesepairs,different
values
rootingsof the same map give different
(namely1 and 2) of the statisticV}.Our computationssuggestthat V}is a statistic
that is positivelycorrelatedwithdepartureof a map fromorientability.
Second,the degreeofthe connectionserieshA,(b) appears to be n - 1(A)- 1()1(v) + 2, whereA,,t,v F- n, a much more preciseresultthan Proposition3.6 for
of this biggestpowerof b appears to be IC, in the
c, (b). Further,the coefficient
= [n] (and the othercases that correspondby symmetry).We do not
case A =
knowof a convenientclass of nonorientablehypermapsof this cardinality,
but this
case to consider.Finally,it seems fromthe data that hA,(b) is
mightbe a fruitful
unimodal.
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